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The experts in site-specific
environmental systems for
all businesses
The industrial and
mining sectors have
long strived towards the
idea of economically
and environmentally
sustainable closed-loop
chemical recycling,
and companies like
Prochem Agencies are
making real progress
towards that goal.
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e supply site-specific
environmental business
systems and best-practice
environmental management, solving
problems both at the source and in
the wider environmental sphere,”
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says General Manager John
Colvin, adding that environmental
management packages with
significant cost reductions are
tailored to suit individual customer
needs.
“We combine extensive field
experience and proven technical
expertise to manage, monitor,
correct and minimise industrial
waste, pollution, corrosion and
contamination,” John said.
“Our clients include the resources
sector, oil and gas production,
refining and exploration, minerals
processing, industrial distribution,
government regulators and
environmental services sectors.”
Working out of Mackay in
conjunction with JJ Richards’
specialist water treatment
services and chemicals arms,
Prochem Agencies offers a total
chemical management package,
from production to use in plant
and equipment cleaning to
consolidation, treatment and
disposal of subsequent industrial
waste.
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“Our clients include the resources sector, oil and
gas production, refining and exploration, minerals
processing, industrial distribution, government
regulators and environmental services sectors.”
JOHN COLVIN – PROCHEM AGENCIES

The company’s coolant
management service offers a fine
example of Prochem Agencies’ ‘life
cycle’ approach when it comes to
chemicals.
“We’re the distributors for PG Plus
Engine Coolant – a non-hazardous,
non-poisonous propylene glycolbased engine coolant suitable
for light and heavy duty diesel
and petrol powered engines. We
bulk it to site, provide storage and
dispensing systems and recycling
and waste disposal options – as
well as providing onsite technicians
to monitor performance.”
That’s only the tip of the iceberg,
though, in terms of the services
on offer at Prochem Agencies:
they also provide site-specific
environmental services such as
water treatment, collection and
recycling processes, spill response
equipment and training and
preventative maintenance services
and bio-remediation programmes.
In the case of the latter, John says
that using new technologies like Gel
Blocks in place of liquid chemicals

can offer big advantages, not just
in terms of reducing maintenance,
warehousing and transport costs.

civil, agriculture and infrastructure
industries.

“25kg of Gel Blocks is equivalent
to 1000 litres of liquid product, and
they have applications not just in
areas like hydrocarbon and in-situ
bioremediation but also for dust
management and water reduction
programs.”

Prochem Agencies takes
customers’ concerns about their
environmental footprint seriously,
and currently has a team of five
dedicated environmental field
maintenance staff with more at the
ready.

Another innovative product on
offer is a water-resistant soil-binding
emulsion called Soil Guard, which
has applications in the agricultural,

For a customised, cost-effective
environmental management
package, call Prochem Agencies
Mackay on 4952 3566.
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~ Chemical management
~ Waste treatment, collection and recycling
~ Spill response equipment and training
~ Preventive mine site maintenance services
~ Bio-remediation programs
~ Warehousing and distribution
~ Powerline support and road maintenance
~ Order and delivery management
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